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willoow 26702

[willoow]
Hidden functions
The [willoow] upholstery programme is elegant per-

fectly formed with ground clearance and surprises
with hidden functions. The seat depth adjustment
allows upright or very comfortable sitting. A legrest can
be raised at the touch of a button.Optionally, adjustable
headrests and armparts provide even more seating
comfort than already. The elegant metal runner is available in various colours.

Cover: O10/26 blue
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Sofas

NL60

NL70

NL80

sofa with seat depth
adjustment

sofa with seat depth
adjustment

large sofa with seat depth
adjustment

158/102/85/41

178/102/85/41

198/102/85/41

item no. headrest adj. =
KV2 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV2 (surcharge)

item no. headrest adj. =
KV2 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV2 (surcharge)

item no. headrest adj. =
KV2 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV2 (surcharge)

Elements with armpart right

Elements with armpart left

NL60R

NL70R

NL80R

NL60L

NL70L

NL80L

sofa with armpart with seat
depth adjustment

sofa with armpart with seat
depth adjustment

large sofa with armpart
with seat depth adjustment

sofa with armpart with seat
depth adjustment

sofa with armpart with seat
depth adjustment

large sofa with armpart
with seat depth adjustment

140/102/85/41

160/102/85/41

180/102/85/41

140/102/85/41

160/102/85/41

180/102/85/41

item no. headrest adj. =
KV2 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV1 (surcharge)

item no. headrest adj. =
KV2 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV1 (surcharge)

item no. headrest adj. =
KV2 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV1 (surcharge)

item no. headrest adj. =
KV2 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV1 (surcharge)

item no. headrest adj. =
KV2 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV1 (surcharge)

item no. headrest adj. =
KV2 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV1 (surcharge)

End elements right

End elements left

KL80R

KL80L

one arm chaise with seat
depth adjustment

one arm chaise with seat
depth adjustment

101/165/85/41

101/165/85/41

item no. headrest adj. =
KV1 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV1 (surcharge)

item no. headrest adj. =
KV1 (surcharge)
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV1 (surcharge)

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Ottomans & accessories

G60

G70

G120

G140

UN60.

UN70.

UN80.

Z

ottoman

ottoman

large ottoman

extra large ottoman

lumbar pillow for 60 cm
seat

lumbar pillow for 70 cm
seat

lumbar pillow for 80 cm
seat

base leg

73/73/41/41

83/73/41/41

126/73/41/41

146/73/41/41

60/7/20/41

70/7/20/41

80/7/20/41

FSR

FSL

FSB

Fußstützenfunktion
elektrisch gegen Mehrpreis
am Sitz

Fußstützenfunktion
elektrisch gegen Mehrpreis
am Sitz vorstehend links

Fußstützenfunktion
elektrisch gegen Mehrpreis
am Sitz rechts und links

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Flexible seat
depth
Some items
have a movable back
support for
some cm
backwards to
extend the seat depth. Also the total
depth changes. See type guide.

Flexible
armparts
The armparts
are foldable
and fitted
with notch
function for a
surcharge.
Item no. = SV1, SV2.

Flexible
headrest
Every item can
be equipped
with a
headreast
adjustment
witch notch
function for a surcharge. Item no. = KV1,
KV2, KV3.

Noble runner
A beautiful
metal runner
is available in
different
metal colours.

Order checklist

Order information
Electric legrest - operation:
The function is triggered by a sensor touch button between
the seat and the armpart, which causes the legrest to move
up from under the sofa.
Delivery when ordering the optional legrestfunction:
If the legrest function is ordered in addition at extra cost
FSR/FSL/FSB, it is delivered separately with the group and
assembled on site. The legrest does not serve as a seat.
Please note.
Load capacity of the footrest:
A maximum load capacity of the footrest up to 20 kg is
guaranteed.
Flexible armparts:
A maximum load-bearing capacity up to 25 kg is
guaranteed for the functional armrests. They are not
suitable for sitting on.
Back sides of sofas:
All pieces are genuinely upholstered at the back.
Positioning diagram:
Please send us a positioning diagram, depending on the
amount of different variations available. We have marked
the connecting sides in red for end elements in the type
guide.
Connecting sides:
For a surcharge, the connecting sides can be supplied in the
original cover instead of stretch fabric.
Seam appearance:
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons,
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with
simple seams.

Put your legs
up comfortably
The articles
can be
equipped with
electric legrest
per seat at an
extra charge. See type overview, art. no.
FSR/FSL/FSB.

All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height.
The depth measures contain protruding of the
overlapping headrest, if the headrest is folded
backwards.
Seat depth: approx. 56 cm
Seat depth with legrest extended: ca. 82 cm
Seat depth with extended legrest and seat depth
adjustment (backrest rear): approx. 103 cm
Total depth with footrest extended: approx. 155 cm
Height, if headrest up: approx. 97 cm/99 cm
Armpart width with function full down: approx. 22 cm
Armpart height when armpart is all the way up: approx. 63
cm/ca. 65 cm
Armpart width fixed version: approx. 19 cm
Armpart height fixed version: approx. 61 cm/63 cm
Two seat heights:
The model is available in two different seat heights - ca. 41
cm and ca. 43 cm. The second seat height is achieved by
doubling it. Please specify when ordering.
Legrest size with 70 seat pitch: approx. 54 x 26 cm
Legrest size with 80 seat pitch: approx. 64 x 26 cm
Model-specific qualities:
The upholstery of this model has intentionally been made
loosely to create a certain visual effect. This is not a quality
defect but a model-specific characteristic that guarantees
optimum seat comfort.
Base leg Z:
If elements and sofas with or without an armpart are to be

attached directly to elements or sofas with or without an
armpart, a base leg Z is required. The base leg must be
ordered separately. See price list.
Contrasting thread:
This model is available in leather and some fabric colours
with contrasting colour thread on request at no extra
charge. You will find the specified colours on the cover sheet
of the individual leather qualities in our fabric/leather
trolley. Please always state the contrast thread number,
otherwise it will be delivered tone in tone.
Information on the upholstery structure:
Chamber cushions filled with a high-quality mix of polyester
fibres and foam rods have been used in the back of this
model. This can lead to depression of the individual
chambers, which is a typical product characteristic.
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• Structure and cover
• Flexible armparts (surcharge)
• Manually headrest adj. (surcharge)
• Footrest (surcharge)
• Metal colour for legs
• Lumbar pillows
• Base leg Z
• Contrasting thread
• Ottomans
• Positioning diagram
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Upholstered furniture frame structure

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more
than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany.
The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

1. Frame - seat/back frame - metal construction, armpart - derived
timber product and flexible plastic panel
2. Seat suspension with permanently elastic wave springs
3. Seat upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam with diolen cover
4. Back suspension due to upholstery strap
5. Back upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam and a high
quality mix of polyester fibres and foam rods, filled in boxes, diolen
cover

The design of the cross section shown here does not correspond to
the model on this page of the catalogue.

Legs

seat height
approx.
41 cm

Two seat- /back heights:
The model is available in two different seat- and
back heights. The second seat height is reached
by a taller leg. Please specify the leg version.
Metal colours:
The leg is available in different metal colours.
Please indicate when ordering.
Powder-coated:
The colours M21 silver, M56 bronze and M99
black are powder-coated.

metal runner diff.
metal col.
F T9

seat height
approx.
43 cm

metal runner diff.
metal col.
F 08

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

silver

bronze

black

M20

M21

M56

M99

www.schillig.com
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The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous
piece of furniture of reliably high quality and with
an attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel makes sure of this with numerous
tests. Inspections also safeguard the testing
system.

The highest European accolade for
systematic, in-house, environmental
management. Improvement of
environmental protection services.
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willoow - living room examples
corner combination
NL 80L laf - KL 80R raf

281x165

Cover: O10/23 grey
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